
FIB CALIBRATOR IVD
Ref. PDI451200

SPECIFICATIONS PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
6x2ml, 6x1ml, 6x0.5ml, 10x2ml, 10x1ml, 10x0.5ml, 1. Appearance
16x2ml, 16x1ml, 16x0.5ml Lyophilized product should be colorless or light yellow. The
Specifics please see the outer package and vial label reconstituted one by adding distilled water is light yellow.

INTENDED OF USE
2. Accuracy
To measure FIB calibrator, compare the obtained results and

It applies to calibrate the FIB test system by using the target value (labeled on vial), the relative deviation is less
matched reagent and instrument. than ±10%.

PRINCIPLE OF THE TEST
3. Repeatability
Coefficient of variation (CV) ≤10%The FIB calibrator is based on human plasma as the matrix 4. Inter-vial variations(sodium citrate as a stabilizer), added pure FIB which is CV≤10%sourced from human plasma, diluted into a suitable

concentration, and then assigned value. The calibrator can NOTES
ensure the accuracy during FIB determination. 1. Only for in vitro diagnosis.

MAIN COMPONENTS
2. To avoid decreasing the activities of the calibrator, DO
NOT freeze and thawing repeatedly after reconstitution.

Human plasma matrix 3. The vial should be closed after reconstitution.
Imidazole buffer(0.025mol/L) 4. If the reagent splash accidentally on the skin and eyes,
Sodium citrate stabilizer(1.0g/L) wash them immediately.
Reference value (Target value) labeled in vial CAUTION: The source of plasma with sodium citrate as the
Calibrator materials traceability anticoagulant used in preparation of the product has been
There are no international FIB calibrators, so our calibrators tested and found to be negative for the antibodies to HCV
trace to the marketed test system. (hepatitis C virus) and HIV 1/2 (human immunodeficiency

STORAGE CONDITIONS AND VALIDITY
virus), HBsAg, and syphilis serology. However, no test
method can offer complete assurance that it will not infect.

Unopened kits should be stored at 2℃ ~ 8℃, valid for 24 Therefore, users of reagents of these types must exercise
months and used within the validity period. extreme care in full compliance with safety precaution in the

APPLICABLE INSTRUMENTS
manipulation of these biological materials. As they could
cause infection, should strictly regulate the waste disposals

It applies to full-automatic coagulation analyzers, produced by according to the policy of local environmental protection
Paramedical srl. department.

TEST METHODS
Reconstitute the calibrator with vial labeled volume of
distilled water. Shake softly and mix thoroughly, and then
stand at room temperature at least 15 minutes. The standard
curve is established in accordance with the instruction of

Ver. 2014.10.15.corresponding reagent.

LIMITATIONS OF TEST METHODS
It is used to calibrate FIB detection system, but the test
result will be
influenced by detection system limitation.
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